Discussion
The title compound is an intermediate on the way to homologous phospharane which has an interesting electric property. So this structure has been solved in order to understand the charge transfer in the crystal. Comparatively to standard values [1] , the distances NI-C21 (1.450 Â) and N1-C22 (1.439 Â) indicate characteristic normal values of simple bonds carbon-nitrogen (C-N), on the other hand the distances NI-C20 (1.338 Â), N2-C23 ( 1.143 À) are slightly shorter than standard value ( 1.472 Â) indicating double bonds nitrogen-carbon (N1=C20) and triple bonds nitrogen-carbon (C23=N2). The P1(C1C2C3C4C5C6) plane forms an angle of 86.94° with P2(C7C8C9C10C11C12) plane, angle of 82.09° with P3(C13C14C15C16C17C18) plane, and the plane P2(C7C8C9C 10C11C12) forms an angle of 80.52° with P3(C13C14C15C16C17C18) plane. Using the empirical method AMlof MOPAC program [2] , the charge distribution obtained is following: Ρ (+4.37026), NI (-0.3859), S (+0.2397) and N2 (-0.1255) which explains the charge transfer mode in the crystal. 
